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´ “When dealing with people, remember 
you are not dealing with creatures of 
logic, but creatures of emotion.” Dale 
Carnegie  



Meet People Where They Are 

´ Where are they? 



Heaven ? 



…or Hell? 



Or Maybe in Yankee Stadium? 



Meet People Where They Are 

´  What does that really mean? 

´  How do we determine “where they are”? 

´  Is it where they think they are? 

´ …or is it where we think they are? 

´  Is where they are… 

´ …an emotional state? 

´ …a state of mind? 

´ …a place if they are, for instance, homeless? 



Initiating the Counseling Process 

´  It begins with engagement 

´  How do we accomplish engagement? 

´  How do we overcome bias? 

´  How do we keep the client engaged? 

´  How do we engender change? 

 



Communication 

´  It is OUR job to help the client to engage 

´  It is OUR job to get them motivated 

´  It is OUR job to help them to change 

´  It is OUR job to find a way to communicate 



Bias 

´  Merriam Webster 
a: an inclination of temperament or outlook especially : a personal and 
sometimes unreasoned judgment : PREJUDICE 

´  b: an instance of such prejudice 

´  c: BENT, TENDENCY 

´  d(1): deviation of the expected value of a statistical estimate from the 
quantity it estimates 

´  (2): systematic error introduced into sampling or testing by selecting or 
encouraging one outcome or answer over others 



Cognitive Bias 

´  A cognitive bias is a mistake in reasoning, evaluating, remembering, 
or other cognitive process, often occurring as a result of holding 
onto one's preferences and beliefs regardless of contrary 
information.  Conscious and Subconscious Flaws in our Thinking. 

´  Because of the sheer complexity of the world around us and the 
amount of information in the environment, it is necessary sometimes 
to rely on some mental shortcuts that allow us to act quickly. Solves 
the problem of working through an issue.   



Thinking is Hard 

 
Cognitive biases are often a result of our attempt to simplify 
information processing. They are rules of thumb that help us make 
sense of the world and reach decisions with relative speed. Four 
General Problems.  
 
1.  Too Much Information (too much info to process, brain must filter) 
2.  Not Enough Meaning (world is complex, human need to find 

meaning in order to survive, connect the dots) 
3.  Need to Act Fast (time constraints, analysis paralysis, fight/flight) 
4.  What Should We Remember? (can’t keep all info, hedging)  



Addiction 

´  Addiction is a pathological relationship with any mood altering 
event that has life damaging consequences. – World Health 
Organization 

´  Addiction is a primary, chronic disease of brain reward, motivation, 
memory and related circuitry. Dysfunction in these circuits leads to 
characteristic biological, psychological, social and spiritual 
manifestations. This is reflected in an individual pathologically 
pursuing reward and/or relief by substance use and other 
behaviors. – American Society of Addiction Medicine 



Connection 

How are Cognitive Biases and Addiction Related? 
 
Addiction is disease that effects the way we think.  



Reinforcement 

´  Addiction depends on reinforcement 

´ The result is familiar – good or bad 

´ Expectations are met 

´  We need to make the familiar strange 



Confirmation Bias 

´  Example 1: Imagine that a person holds a 
belief that sober people are more boring, 
introverts, can’t or don’t know how to 
have fun; 12 Steps doesn’t work;  
treatment doesn’t work. This individual 
might even seek "proof" that further backs 
up this belief while discounting examples 
that do not support this idea. 

´  Example II: People who support or 
oppose a particular issue will not only 
seek information that supports their 
beliefs, they will also interpret news stories 
in a way that upholds their existing ideas 
and remember things in a way that also 
reinforces these attitudes.  

´  Effects:/Barriers Resistance to Change; 
Rigid Beliefs; Closed-Mindedness 

A confirmation bias is a type of 
cognitive bias that involves favoring 
information that confirms previously 
existing beliefs or biases.  

 

Confirmation biases 
impact how people 
gather information, but 
they also influence how 
people interpret and recall 
information. 



Positive Expectation & 
Gambler’s Fallacy 

´  Example I: Sober for a short period of time 
and decide to start using again with the 
belief it will be different this time.  

´  Example 2: The odds are in my favor that 
things won’t turn out the same way.  

´  Example 3: Flip a coin 10 times and it 
comes up heads each time. Do the odds 
diminish for it to be heads on the 11th flip? 

´  Effects/Barriers: Expectations, Attitude, 
Self-Esteem.  

Put tremendous amount of 
emphasis on previous events and 
how they might impact future 
outcomes.  

Sense that our luck has to 
eventually change and good 
outcomes are on the way.  



Current Moment Bias 

´  Example I: Just this once 

´  Example II: I’ll stop tomorrow 

Humans have a very 
difficult time envisioning 
ourselves in the future and 
altering our behaviors and 
expectations accordingly.  

Choose pleasure over 
pain. Comfort over 
discomfort.  

Economists hate this. 
Retirement.  



Negativity Bias 

´  Example I: Things are much worse 
today than they were before.  

´  Example II: I had some obsession to 
use and it was too powerful to 
overcome.  

´  Example III: The landlord dilemma  

People pay more 
attention to bad news. 
Perceive negative news as 
more important than 
positive. Greater credibility 
to the bad than to the 
good.  



Thinking errors 

´  “I can’t” (Translated - “I won’t”) 

´  Mental Magic 

´  Blaming 

´  Entitlement 

´  Should 

´  Failure to consider others 

´  Competition 

´  Cut-off Thinking 



Change  

´  “Given a choice between changing and proving that it is not necessary, 
most people get busy with the proof.”      John Kenneth Galbraith 

´  “There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is proof 
against all arguments and which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting 
ignorance – that principle is contempt prior to investigation.” Herbert 
Spencer 



Change (con’t) 

´  Why people don’t change 

´ Unmotivated 

´ Not convinced of need 

´ Unwilling 

´ Not committed 

´ Unable 

´ Actual or perceived  



Change (con’t) 

´  “Habit is habit and not to be flung out of the window by any 
man, but coaxed downstairs a step at a time.”      

      Mark Twain           



From what to what? 

´  “An alcoholic in his cups is an unlovely creature.” 

    Alcoholics Anonymous, p. 16 

´  “Nature abhors a vacuum.”  Aristotle 

´  “If you take away my drugs, what will be left of me?” Any anxiety-
filled addict     

 



Change 

´  “Recovery is an active change in our ideas and attitudes.”  

Narcotics Anonymous 



 
Prochaska & DiClemente: 
Stages of Change 

´  Precontemplation 

´  Contemplation 

´  Preparation 

´  Action  

´  Maintenance 

´  Termination 

´  Relapse 



Preparing a Plan 
´  Forming realistic goals 

´  Brainstorming solutions 

´  What resources will it take? 

´  Which are available to me? 

´  What can I do now? 

´  Examine the long-term consequences of possible solutions 

´  Pick the best solution 

´  Try it 

´  Evaluate the results 



Maintenance 

´  1 in 7 

´ Number of heart patients who follow doctor’s orders  

´  107% 

´ Amount of original weight after diet ends 

´  New Year’s Resolutions that only last a few months…or weeks… 

´  Gyms 

´  AA Meetings 



Motivational Interviewing 

´  Express empathy 

´  Develop discrepancy 

´  Avoid arguing 

´  Be prepared to accept some resistance 

´  Support self-efficacy 

´  Ask open-ended questions 

´  Employ reflective listening 

´  Acknowledge strengths 

´  Encourage change   



Resistance 

´  “Resistance is futile.” The Borg, Star Trek: The Next Generation 

´  Resistance as a defense  

´  Fear of change 

´  Resistance can be our opportunity 



The Resistance/Confrontation 
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Persuasion 

´  “What is distinctively human at the most fundamental level is the 
capacity to persuade and be persuaded.”  Bertrand Russell 



Persuasion 

´  Power  

´ Command, assertion, force, coercion, threat 

´  Negotiation  

´ Trading, exchange, bargaining, haggling, communicating back 
and forth in order to reach a joint decision 

´ Payment 



What is Persuasion? 

´  Communicating with others in a way that induces them to 
voluntarily think or act differently. (Usually the way you want them to 
act!) 

´  We will never persuade someone until they think that we 
understand the issues from their perspective 



Aristotle 

´  Logos – message 

´  Ethos – messenger 

´  Agora – context 

´  Pathos – audience 

´  Syzygy – alignment 



Persuasion 

´  “Leadership is the art of getting someone else to do something you 
want done because he wants to do it.” Dwight D. Eisenhower 

 



Persuasion 

´  “In management, 2 percent of the problem is making a decision, 98 
percent is persuading others to accept the decision.” Elliot 
Richardson 



Know the Audience 

´  The Number One Principle!!! 

´  What is their interest in this situation? 

´  What is the “hook?” 

´  Predispositions 

´  Confirmatory bias 

´  “Self-fulfilling prophesies”  

´  Listening and research 





Know the Audience 

´  Empathy 

´  Use available resources 

´  Know thyself! 

´  “…it is said that one who knows the enemy and knows himself will not be 
endangered in a hundred engagements.” Sun Tzu, The Art of War 



Know Thyself 

´  “I am not who you think I am; I am not who I think I am; I am who I 
think you think I am ” Thomas Cooley 

 



Know the Audience 

´  “Talk to someone about themselves and they'll listen for hours.” Dale 
Carnegie 



Salience 

My 
Needs 

Your 
Needs 



Salience 

´  The point of intersection between my needs and yours 

´  We are more likely to persuade an audience if we communicate 
about topics which are important/relevant/ salient to the audience 

´  Agenda setting 

´  A fundamental idea: Audience Sovereignty 

´  In sales, “The customer is always right.” 



Simplicity/Clarity 

´  KISS 

´  We want to have a message that is clearly understandable 

´  What do we want the audience to remember? 

´  The challenge is the complexity of our subject and the complexity 
of our thoughts 

´  Get to the point!!! 



Simplicity/Clarity  

“All you have to do is change everything 

    …just not all at once!!!” 



The Power of Three 

Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 



More Than 3 Points 

Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 6 



The Power of Three 

´  One, two, three, go! 

´  Experience, strength, and hope 

´  Fear, doubt, and insecurity 

´  Trinity 



Power of Three 

´  How many tasks are in a Treatment Plan? 

´  Which three will the client focus on? 

´  Can we limit the tasks? 

´  Can we avoid overwhelming the client? 



Authority 



Authority 

´  We are more likely to be persuaded (even if we are resistant to do so) by 
someone who is perceived to be an authority 

´  Two key elements 

´  Knowledge/expertise 

´  Trustworthiness 

´  Conviction 

´  Milgram experiments – blind obedience 



Metaphors 

´  Rich language 

´  References that stick in people’s minds 

´  We use them all of the time 

´  Must get the metaphor right 

 



Metaphors 

´  “You have a full plate” 

´  “Hit bottom” 

´  “Dig your way out”  

´  “When you’re at the bottom of a hole, stop digging” 

´  “Clean your side of the street”  

´  “You’re dragging your feet” 

´  “Pick up the pieces” 



Sports Metaphors 

´  “Hit a home run” 

´  “Drop the ball” 

´  “Put on the full-court press” 

´  “Go the distance” 

´  “Hit below the belt” 

´  “Keep your eye on the ball” 

´  “Par for the course” 



Storytelling 

´  An effective narrative can be a very powerful tool of persuasion 

´  People remember stories 

´  Can capture the mind and the imagination 

´  Religious texts can have rich messages and metaphors 

´  Never a statistic without a story 

´  Narratives are the most powerful currency of persuasion 

 





Counter-intuitive 

´  Unexpected presentation or information 

´  Can help people modify their predispositions and beliefs 

´  Can validate the audience in a very indirect way 

´  Element of surprise 

´  Novel, fresh, surprising information may be necessary to cause people to 
modify their predispositions and beliefs  



Conformity/Social Proof 

´  People often change their attitudes or behavior in response 
to real or imagined group pressure 

´  Peer pressure 

´  The power of social norms  

´ Fashion 

´  “Everyone else is doing it!” 

´  Conformity is a time-saving device, increases the chances of 
being correct, and lowers risk 

´ “I’m not the first to do it!” 

´ “Everyone is doing it!” 





Conformity/Social Proof 

´  Life Cereal 

´  “Hey Mikey, he likes it!” 





Reciprocity 



Reciprocity 

´  We are more likely to persuade someone if we have given them 
something…and they have accepted it 

´  “Free” samples 

´  Expressions of appreciation, disclosure, acknowledgement 

´  What can I afford to give away? 

´  Be careful not to seem gratuitous or patronizing  



Scarcity  



Scarcity 

´  Opportunities seem more valuable when their availability is limited 

´  “Call now! Operators are waiting!” 

´  “The first 100 callers…” 

´  “We have a bed available today.” 

´  Can apply to information and ideas, not just commodities 

´  What does the audience stand to lose? 

´  Information that is scarce has value 

 



Liking 

´  We are more influenced by people we like 

´  We are more influential to people who like us 

´  We like people who: 

´ Who like us 

´ Who are similar to us 

´ We have cooperated with us for common goals 

´ With whom we have a pleasant association 

´ Can I help my audience avoid a loss? 



Liking 

´  Like people who are positive, respectful, appreciative, empathetic 

´  Are you “likeable?” 

´  Effective but unlikeable managers? 



Emotional Intelligence 

´  EQ=Likeability 

´ Empathy 

´ Good active listener 

´ Respectful 

´ Concerned with the process of interpersonal relationships 

´ Genuine care and concern 

´ Appreciative 

´ Complimentary 

´ Positive attitude   



Similarity 

´  Related to: 

´ Liking 

´ Conformity  

´ Authority 

´  We tend to flock to people who: 

´ Look like us 

´ Act like us 

´  The value of shared experience 



Consistency 

´  Staying on point  

´  Honoring prior commitments 

´  Repetition 

´  “Say what you mean and mean what you say.” 

´  Takes attention and effort 



Commitment 

´  Start with small commitments 

´ “What can you do today?” 

´ “One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Neil 
Armstrong 

´  Most powerful when 

´ Active  

´ Public 

´ Effortful 

´ Create an inner responsibility  



Contrast 

´  How we perceive the current situation often depends on what we 
have encountered immediately prior to that situation 

´  How can we change the context or take advantage of an exiting 
context to be more persuasive?  

´  Timing is important 

´  Compared to what? 



Contrast 

´  What things were like… 

´  What they are like now… 

´  What they could be like… 



Specificity 

´  Concrete, specific details can make a message more 
persuasive 

´  Things that are concrete are tangible 

´ See 

´ Touch 

´ Hear 

´ Taste  

´ Smell 

´  Understandable, memorable, and credible 

´  Can enhance our believability 



Specificity 

´  Can be enhanced by stories and metaphor 

´  Numbers help 

´  Can be a challenge for numbers oriented or abstract 
thinking people as they can make things confusing 

 





Personalizing 

´  Appropriate Self-Disclosure 

´ “I’m not just the President, I’m a member.”  

´  Can help with identification 

´  Can enhance the Authority Principle and the Conformity Principle 

´  Storytelling with a focus on the audience that is to be persuaded 

´  Avoid war stories 



Humor 

´  Evokes 

´ Reciprocity 

´ Liking 

´  Interest 

´  Must be appropriate to the situation 



 “Your beliefs become your thoughts 

 Your thoughts become your words 

 Your words become your actions 

 Your actions become your destiny” 

    Mahatma Ghandi 



   So…choose your words wisely!!! 


